Abstract. Let o be the ring of integers of a non-archimedian local field with maximal ideal p and finite residue field of characteristic p.
of U n (F q ), the induced representation Ind GL n (F q ) U n (F q ) (θ) (now a days also called Gelfand-Graev representation) is multiplicity free and further every cuspidal representation of GL n (F q ) has a Whittaker model. These results were infact proved by them more generally for finite Chevalley groups. For GL n (F), where F is a local field, Shalika [10, Theorem 1.6, 2.1] proved that every (smooth) irreducible representation has at most one Whittaker model and generalized this to split and quasi-split groups as well. The case of local fields has several applications to Fourier coefficients of automorphic forms on G.
Let G = GL n or SL n and U(o ℓ ) be the group of upper triangular unipotent matrices in G(o ℓ ). A non-trivial one dimensional representation ϕ : o ℓ → C × such that ϕ| ̟ ℓ−1 o ℓ 1 is called a non-degenerate character of o ℓ . Define a one dimensional representation θ : U(o ℓ ) → C × by
(1) θ((x i j )) := ϕ(x 12 + x 23 + · · · + x (n−1)n ).
Any one dimensional representation of U(o ℓ ) of the form θ corresponding to a non-degenerate character of o ℓ will be called "non-degenerate" character of U(o ℓ ). This is a natural generalization of a non-degenerate character of U n (F q ) as known in the literature. For a non-degenerate character θ of U(o ℓ ), we consider the representation space Ind
U(o ℓ ) (θ) and prove the following. 
U(o ℓ ) (θ) is multiplicity free for every non-degenerate character θ of U(o ℓ ).
The proof of this theorem is included in Section 4.2. The present consideration of the irreducible representations of GL n (o ℓ ) with ℓ ≥ 2 has appeared in the work of Hill [4, Proposition 5.7] where he proved that the space Ind
U(o ℓ ) (θ) is multiplicity free for even ℓ leaving the case when ℓ is an odd number. Hill also proved that for GL n (o ℓ ) an irreducible representation admits a Whittaker model if and only it is regular. Furthermore, for ℓ odd and G(o ℓ ) = GL n (o ℓ ) Hill [4, Proposition 5.7] managed to prove that certain class of irreducible regular representations of GL n (o ℓ ) has at most one Whittaker model (see also Takase [16] , where he notes that Hill's arguments work only for the semi-simple split regular case and not for all split regular as stated in [4, Proposition 5.7] ). We briefly recall the definition of regular representations of G(o ℓ ), for more details, see Section 3 and also [6] .
Let g denote the Lie algebra scheme of G and, for every positive integer r, let [6, Section 2.3] ). An element x ∈ g(k) is called regular(cyclic) if the characteristic polynomial of x is equal to its minimal polynomial. A one dimensional representation ϕ x ∈ g(k)
∨ is called regular if x is regular element. It should be noted that the construction of regular representation, when ℓ is odd or G = SL n , was not completely known to Hill. Recently, for p -odd the construction of all regular representations for SL n (o ℓ ) with p ∤ n and GL n (o ℓ ) has appeared in [6] . For general p, an independent construction of regular representations of GL n (o ℓ ) is given by Stasinski-Stevens [14] . The regular representations have also been constructed when G is a unitary, orthogonal or symplectic group for odd p , see [6, 11] . The case of G = SL n with p | n is not yet completely known even for n = 2, see [3] for known results regarding this. In this article, we complete Hill's results for GL n (o ℓ ) with ℓ odd as well as generalise these to SL n (o ℓ ) for p ∤ n. In particular, we prove the following. The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4.1 and depends on the description and construction of the regular representations as given in [6, 14] , see also Section 3 where we recall briefly this construction. The proof of the second part is quite indirect. Usually for a proof of multiplicity one theorems one expects to use the trick of Gelfand-Kazdan for which one requires a good description of double cosets U(o ℓ )\G(o ℓ )/U(o ℓ ). In the present case such a description is known only for G = GL 2 (o ℓ ) and GL 3 (o ℓ ) (see [9] ) and is nontrivial. This description is not known in general and is believed to be quite complicated. Therefore our proof completely avoids the approach using Gelfand-Kazhdan trick but is more along the ideas of Hill [Loc. cit.]. To prove the second part of Theorem 1.5 we count the sum of dimensions of all regular representation. This can be achieved following the steps carefully in the construction of the regular representations. In our case, it turns out that this sum is equal to the dimension of the Whittaker space, i.e. dimension of the induced space Ind
At last in Section 5, we discuss the example of GL 2 (o ℓ ) in some detail. The construction of irreducible representations of GL 2 (o ℓ ) has already appeared in [8, 13, 14] . In case of GL 2 (F q ) , it is well known that an irreducible representation of GL 2 (F q ) admits a Whittaker model if and only it has dimension greater than one. We generalize this to GL 2 (o ℓ ) as follows. An irreducible representation ρ of G(o ℓ ) is called primitive if the orbit of its restriction to K
∨ where x is a scalar matrix. In other words a representation ρ is primitive if neither ρ nor any of the twists of ρ by a one dimensional representation is obtained as a pull back of an irreducible of GL n (o ℓ−1 ) . It is to be noted that by definition every regular representation is primitive but converse need not to be true. However for GL 2 (o ℓ ) it is well known that an irreducible representation of regular if and only if it is primitive (see Section 5) . This in particular combined with Theorem 1.3 gives the following result regarding GL 2 . 
Regular elements of g(o r )
In this case, we collect some facts regarding regular elements of g(o r ) , where either G = SL n with (p, n) = (p, 2) = 1 or G = GL n and g denote the Lie algebra scheme of G For any i ≤ r, there exists a natural projection ρ r,i : o r → o i which is a ring homomorphism. By applying entry wise, we obtain a projection ρ r,i : g(o r ) → g(o i ). For any x ∈ g(o r ), the image ρ r,1 (x) is denoted byx. The following lemmas summarize the properties of regular matrices in M n (o r ) and sl n (o r ) that we require in the sequel. Recal
. Note that by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, for every regular x ∈ M n (o 1 ) and y ∈ sl n (o 1 ) we have
Proof. For g = M n (o r ) and any regular x ∈ M n (o r ), by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have
For g = sl n and x regular, by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we note that
be of the following form, (
1) The set of regular elements in g(o r ) is invariant under the conjugation action of G(o r ). (2) Every conjugacy class of regular elements of g(o r ) contains a unique canonical-regular element. (3) The number of regular conjugacy classes of
Proof. The proof of (1) follows by Lemma 2.2. A proof of (2) and (3) For G = SL n , g = sl n and p ∤ n , we first note that for
in particular implies that a GL n (o r ) -similarity class in sl n (o r ) is also a similarity class for SL n (o r ) . From this (2) and (3) for g = sl n follow easily from the corresponding results for g = M n .
Proof. For canonical-regular matrix x, we note that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, there exists 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n such that j > k and ( j, k) th -entry of x i is non-trivial. Now result follows by the fact that
by Lemma 2.2 the set C g(o r ) (x) is generated by {I, x, x 2 , . . . , x n−1 } as o r -algebra and for every y ∈ U(o r ), the ( j, k) th entry of y is zero for j > k.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, it is enough to prove thatx is regular for all above x. For that it is easy to see that
Construction of regular representations of G(o ℓ )
In this section we follow [6, 14] to give a brief outline of the construction of regular representations of
Recall regular representations of G(o ℓ ) is defined as below. For any i ≤ ℓ, there exists a natural projection ρ ℓ,i : o ℓ → o i which is a ring homomorphism. By applying entry wise, we obtain a surjective group homomorphism ρ ℓ,i :
be the set of n × n matrices with entries from o i . It is easy to note that for i ≥ ℓ/2, the group K i ℓ is isomorphic to an abelian additive subgroup, say
Then ϕ x is easily seen to be a well defined one dimensional representation of
Further it is easy to see that for i ≥ ℓ/2 the following duality of abelian group K i ℓ and g(o ℓ−i ) holds.
wherex ∈ g(o ℓ ) is an arbitrary lift of x ∈ g(o ℓ−i ). We say a one dimensional representation ϕ x ∈ K ⌈ℓ/2⌉ ℓ for i ≥ ℓ/2 is regular if and only if x ∈ M n (o ⌊ℓ/2⌋ ) is a regular matrix. Proof. We note that by above discussion, every regular one dimensional representation of K i ℓ for i ≥ ℓ/2 is of the form ϕ x for some regular x ∈ g(o ℓ−i ). By Lemma 2.2, x ∈ g(o ℓ−i ) is regular if and only ifx is and therefore result follows by the definition of regular representation.
For a group G, the set of all inequivalent irreducible representations of G is denoted by Irr(G). The set of one dimensional representation of an abelian group A is also denoted by A. For a normal subgroup N of G and an irreducible representation φ of N, the set of all ρ ∈ Irr(G) such that the restriction ρ| N of ρ to N has φ as a non-trivial constituent is denoted by Irr(G | ϕ). Now we summarize the steps of construction of regular representations of G(o ℓ ) . For G(o ℓ ) with odd p we will outline the method as given in [6] and we follow [14] for GL n (o ℓ ) with p = 2. It might be useful to look at Figures 1 and 2 while going through the steps of construction. For more details on this see loc cit. The construction in both cases is based on the tools of abstract Clifford theory and orbits. See [5, Chapter 6] 
ϕ x } although non-abelian but still is nice in the sense that it is a product of an abelian group with a congruence subgroup and therefore all the representations of the inertia group lying above ϕ x can be constructed. This combined with Clifford theory gives the construction of all regular irreducible representations of G(o ℓ ) .
3.1. ℓ = 2m . The construction in this case is easy. So we give almost all the details towards the proof. Let 
E.1 Let
. The existence of this δ follows easily because the group
It can be easily shown that ϕ x is a well defined one dimensional representation of I G(o ℓ ) (ϕ x ) that extends the representation ϕ x .
. This follows by E.1 , E.2 combined with Clifford theory.
E.4 We have |Irr(G(o
3.2. ℓ = 2m + 1 . The construction for this case is involved as compared to ℓ = 2m case. So here we highlight what is important for us and refer the reader to [Loc. cit.] for more details. Let ϕ x ∈ K m+1 ℓ be a regular one dimensional representation of K m+1 ℓ for x ∈ g(o ℓ−m ). Letx ∈ g(o ℓ ) be a lift of x to g(o ℓ ). For p 2, either G = SL n with p ∤ n or G = GL n . For p = 2, we consider G = GL n .
O.1 Define groups H m
ℓ and Rx as follows.
O.2 The following are true for groups H i ℓ and Rx.
(1) The group Rx is a normal subgroup of H m ℓ . Figure 1 . Even case ℓ = 2m 
. Then the following are true: 
O.7 Altogether, we have the following:
4. Proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.5
In this section first we prove Theorem 1.5 in Section 4.1 and then use this to prove Theorem 1.3 in Section 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Throughout this section we assume that G satisfies that either
for the group of unipotent upper triangular matrices for which the entries in the strictly upper triangular part belong to ̟ k o ℓ .
Theorem 4.1. An irreducible representation π of G(o ℓ ) admits a Whittaker model if and only if it is regular.
Proof. Assume that π admits a Whittaker model then Hom G(o ℓ ) π, Ind
x where x runs over a certain conjugacy class in g(F q ) determined by π and m x is multiplicity of ϕ x in π| K ℓ−1 ℓ . We will prove that the conjugacy class of x appearing in π| K ℓ−1 ℓ is a conjugacy class of regular elements and this will prove that π is a regular representation.
We have,
Thus there exists x ∈ g(F q ) such that Hom U(̟ ℓ−1 o ℓ ) (ϕ x , θ) 0. We identify U(̟ ℓ−1 o ℓ ) with the strictly upper triangular matrices in g(F q ). By the definition of θ and the fact that Hom U(̟ ℓ−1 o ℓ ) (ϕ x , θ) 0, we must have that for every strictly upper triangular matrix y ∈ g(o ℓ ) such thatȳ = (y i j ) ∈ g(F q ),
We deduce that
where the entries with * means that it is possibly non-zero. Thus by Lemma 2.8, the matrix x ∈ g(F q ) is a regular matrix.
Now we prove that a regular representation admits a Whittaker model. This will be proved separately when ℓ is even and odd.
Proof of the converse of Theorem
Our aim is prove that Hom G(o ℓ ) π, Ind
By Lemma 2.6, we can assume that x is canonicalregular. Write I(x) for the inertia group I G(o ℓ ) (ϕ x ) of ϕ x . Using Frobenius reciprocity we have,
Further by Mackey theory and Frobenius reciprocity we obtain the following.
Therefore, to prove Hom G(o 2ℓ ) π, Ind
U(o 2ℓ ) θ 0 it is enough to prove that Hom U(o 2ℓ )∩I(x) ( ϕ x , θ) 0 and this we prove in the next lemma. (
, so we proceed to prove the other side inclusion. The element x is canonical-regular, assume thatx ∈ g(o ℓ ) is also a canonical regular lift of x. Therefore by Lemma 2.7, we have
The proof of (2) and σ extends to the inertia group I G(o ℓ ) (σ) written as σ with the property that π Ind
Without loss of generality, we can assume that x is canonical-regular. Write I(σ) for the inertia group I G(o ℓ ) (σ). As in the even case, by using Frobenius reciprocity and Mackey theory we get
Therefore to prove Hom G(o ℓ ) π, Ind
it is enough to prove that Hom U(o ℓ )∩I(σ) ( σ, θ) 0 and this we prove in next two lemmas. 
is abelian, so (1) follows from Clifford theory. For (2), consider the normal subgroup Consider the hierarchy of groups given in Figure 3 . By Lemma 2.7, we have Rx∩U(
. Since x is canonical-regular, we have
. Therefore by Clifford theory, the set
-many distinct one dimensional representations.
We claim that any χ ∈ Irr ((Rx)(
Recall σ is a unique irreducible representation of H m ℓ lying above ϕ x and therefore we must have σ, Ind r r r r r r r r r r r Rx ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ ▲ U ( To complete the proof of Theorem 1.5, we prove the following. 
